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phase curve & temperature map
Knutson et al. 2012 (3.6, 4.5 μ) 

3.6 μm

max & min fluxes occur several hours before 2nd eclipse & transit, respectively

HD 189733b

temperature map

stellar flux



hot Jupiter circulation simulations 
predict equatorial superrotation
 advects heat downstream



up-gradient momentum transport!

• In these simulations, how to transfer 
angular momentum to the equator where 
the specific angular momentum of the 
atmospheric gas is maximum? It is not 
trivial…..



hot Jupiter atmosphere 
is like a musical instrument

At low frequencies, Co
Gu & Ogilvie (2009)
Showman & Povani (2011)



hot Jupiter atmosphere 
is like a musical instrument

equatorial Kelvin and Rossby waves are low frequency horizontal modes, 
the restoring force arises from variation in Coriolis force.
Gu & Ogilvie (2009), Showman & Povani (2011)

Kelvin
wave,
m=3
(Kornich
2006)
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examples (note that they are not spherical harmonics):

prograde
mode

retrograde
mode



hot Jupiter atmosphere 
is like a musical instrument
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Showman & Polvani 2011 input:
stationary 
day-night thermal 
forcing

response of
an atmosphere
at rest:
superposition of 
stationary 
equatorial Kelvin 
and Rossby
waves 
momentum transport 
to equator 
equatorial 
superrotating flow

Chevron or
Matsuno-Gill pattern

equator  toward''vu



how to reach a final equilibrium state?
Showman & Polvani 2011 for HD 189733b

WHY?
small becomes  ''

disappear!
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goal: extend linear mode analysis
by SP 2011

• the “instrument” is 3D: what do vertical 
wave structures look like? 

• how to reach a final equilibrium state?



our linear theory: including vertical 
stratification and zonal flow

3D linear wave theory:
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3D radiative hydrodynamic simulation (Dobbs-Dixon & Agol 2013):
Navier-Stokes equations, solar composition, opacity (molecular, uniform grey      

component, Rayleigh scattering), reasonably match with observations (spectra & 
phasecurve).  extract m = 1 mode to compare with the linear result 

use HD 189733b as a fiducial example



3D thermal forcing
linear theory rad. hydro simulation

vertical heating
profile

meridional heating
profile

longitudinal heating
profile



atmospheric response
Rossby-wave resonances

Kelvin-wave resonances

weak damping

moderate damping

strong damping

resonance peaks
are suppressed

resonances are more suppressed
 Kelvin waves are more dominant
because they couple better with
thermal forcing



wavefront tilt and Rossby-wave resonance

moderate
damping 
Rossby mode
dominates due
to Rossby-wave
resonance

strong damping
suppress
Rossby-wave
resonance 
Kelvin wave
dominates

vertical wave structure at equator

s/cm  10 28

s/cm  10 29

westward tilt

eastward tilt

3D linear theory 3D rad. hydro

westward tilt

eastward tilt



moderate damping

rad. hydro simulation linear theory



moderate damping

rad. hydro simulation linear theory



moderate damping

rad. hydro simulation linear theory



moderate damping
dispersive Rossby waves
due solely to vertical stratification

rad. hydro simulation linear theory

longer vertical wavelength

shorter vertical wavelength

longer vertical wavelength



strong damping

rad. hydro simulation linear theory



strong damping

rad. hydro simulation linear theory



strong damping

rad. hydro simulation linear theory



strong damping
dispersive Kelvin waves
due solely to vertical stratification

rad. hydro simulation linear theory

longer vertical wavelength

shorter vertical wavelength

longer vertical wavelength



evolution of atmospheric response
''  dequatorwar vu

decreases
with 
increasing
u0
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interaction between wave and superrotating flow



why reach a final equilibrium state?

horizontal

vertical

net

Do initial conditions give different final equilibrium states of the atmosphere?
(Thrastarson & Cho 2010; Liu & Showman 2013)

Showman & Polvani 2011

due to
Rossby wave resonance

our linear theory:

due to
Rossby resonance?

interaction between waves and superrotating flow
flux) umdiv(momentonaccelerati 0 

dt
du

stable
unstable



summary
• superrotation and 3D wave structures 

(wavefront tilt, dispersion) seen in radiative
hydrodynamic simulations are explained 
and hence verified by the linear equatorial 
wave theory.

• atmospheric evolution results from the 
interaction between the superrotating flow 
and equatorial waves (e.g. Rossby-wave 
resonance).


